SHISHA MENU
SINGLE FLAVOURS
CITRUS GANG
MILKY WAY
KIWI GOLF
VANILLA SKY
CHAMPAGNE & BERRIES
CHAMPAGNE & ORANGES
CHAMPAGNE WITH APPLES & MINT

SINGLE FLAVOURS
Please ask your server about the availability of single tobacco flavors.
Preparation time: 10-15 minutes
Smoking time: 60 minutes



€ 120

CITRUS GANG
This colorful cocktail of citrus fruits overflows with freshness at first sight. The initially
vigorous and very strong taste of fresh citruses changes gradually and reveals artfully
hidden sweet tones. Distinct ingredients mingle excellently and the result is a balanced
silken taste emphasized with a mild aroma. The cocktail retains its sensitive full taste and
will not release you from the grip of the citrus gang before the last puff.
OUR TIP: We recommend you to try also the alcohol version of this cocktail with the RUM.
This smooth addition makes the resulting taste round beautifully and adds juiciness to
smoke.

TOBACCO MIXTURE: Lemon,
Orange, Mint



Fruit Cocktail
€ 150
Fruit Cocktail with alcohol
€ 180

MILKY WAY
The fascinating and very original flavour of this cocktail will dig into your memory forever.
The exquisite combination of tropical fruits is enhanced by fresh coconut and roasted
coffee.
OUR TIP: We recommend you to try also the alcohol version of this cocktail with MALIBU.
The resulting taste will be more intensive and round.

TOBACCO MIXTURE: Guava, Coconut, Banana
Fruit Cocktail
€ 150



Fruit Cocktail with alcohol
€ 180

KIWI GOLF
The intensive and distinctive flavor of kiwi will deluge your taste buds and fill you with
feeling of bliss. The complete flavor of this tobacco mix boosted with plum is topped up
gorgeously with slices of fresh kiwi and carambola. Besides, this cocktail is spiced with
cinnamon and star anise which opens further flavor dimensions. Kiwi Golf will take you to
a juicy green where everyone wins who enjoys it properly.
OUR TIP: We recommend you to try also the alcohol version of this cocktail with a shot of
GIN. GIN makes the resulting taste round beautifully and adds juiciness to smoke.

TOBACCO MIXTURE: Kiwi, Cinnamon
Fruit Cocktail
€ 150



Fruit Cocktail with alcohol
€ 180

VANILLA SKY
The main ingredient of this delicious cocktail is the intoxicating taste of vanilla. The
intensive sweetness is reduced with the juicy bitterness of sour cherry and fresh mint
adds lightness to the cocktail. Vanilla pods and cocktail cherries support the intensity of
the tobacco mix, merge and form a vivid and very concrete taste. The both light and rich
smoke will carry you from reality to the Vanilla Sky.
OUR TIP: We recommend you to try also the alcohol version of this cocktail with the
VANILLA VODKA. The resulting taste will be even more delicate and creamy.

TOBACCO MIXTURE: Vanilla, Cherry, Mint
TURE: Lemon, Orange, Mint



Fruit Cocktail
€ 150
Fruit Cocktail with alcohol
€ 180

CHAMPAGNE & BERRIES
Fruit Cocktail with Champagne

€ 280



CHAMPAGNE & ORANGES
Fruit Cocktail with Champagne

€ 280



CHAMPAGNE WITH APPLES & MINT
Fruit Cocktail with Champagne

€ 310

PRESENTING THE NEW
NEBU - WOOKAH
COLLECTION OF PIPES
MADE OF REAL WOOD
**VAT included in all prices





